
Anni Sennov: 
 

THE GOLDEN ENERGY 
IS PURE LIFE FORCE AND JOY 
 
 
“If our Life Force is not used in a positive way, it becomes an Anti-Power, 
something unnatural.” 
Anni Sennov talks about a shift in energies and the next step in our planet’s 
development and expansion, a life force energy that invites us to do everything 
right, inside out.  
-Refugees coming from countries in crisis represent a shift in energy and it will 
help us expand and move on. Something has become visible and we are given 
the possibility to support each other rather than rule and divide. 
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“Don’t search for God outside yourself. God 

is always on the inside and can only be 

visible on the outside when also visible on 

the inside.” 

“It is a very important balance, to love fully 

and unconditionally, as well as being able to 

have good personal boundaries in your life.”   

 
According to Anni Sennov we are all sitting in the same boat, but, we are also unique in the 

way that we have a heart that strives for intimacy and personal balance.   

In the 80s Anni fell ill with terrible eczema and during 3.5 years she was unable to work full-

time at the bank where she was currently employed. She looked like a very old person with 

absolutely no moisture in her skin. At this time she was working as an astrologer, one of her 

many trades. She had also come into contact with healing but did not think it was for her.   

She met with many different therapists but nothing gave relief nor a solution for her skin 

condition she so desperately needed. At one point, she decided she would stop listening to 

everyone’s advice and start on a journey of her own to find the answers to her questions.   

It was quick. Within 14 days she was eczema free and she also found out she was in fact 

allergic to many of the creams she had used to try and alleviate her health problem. A few 

other things helped with the healing too, summer came with sunshine and more vitamin D to 

the body. Anni also got pregnant which changed the hormonal balance in her body and all this 

helped the healing process as well. 

Suddenly Anni “knew” a lot of things. She had no knowledge of the paranormal but could now 

tell others about all kinds of things she knew about them. That reminded me, says Anni, that 

when I was quite young one of my friend’s mother used to say I always had such interesting 

answers, and now, and probably then too, I really did have an unusual insight and knowledge 

to things. 

 

The fourth dimension  

During the years that followed, Anni lived with greater curiosity. She had a huge number of 

clients and she noticed how well she felt when working with high-frequency energies, healing, 

and astrology. She just did not know why.   

One day she was sitting in her flat and it suddenly got very dark. Anni says: I was very 

surprised and asked myself what is happening and is there something wrong with me? I tried 

to find solutions to why inside my home it was complete darkness and outside people were 



walking around in light clothing on a warm and sunny summers day. Suddenly I got moved 

into the fourth dimension energy, though I did not understand that at the time, and a voice 

told me, “when you get higher into the energy layers there is no difference between light and 

dark. Darkness is not negative in any way, it is just condensed light. That is why darkness is 

easier for many people to see. 

 

Needed more energy  

Anni followed her intuition and the day after this she asked a good friend to give her a healing 

session since she felt she was in need of more energy and protection. During this healing 

session, her friend went into deep trance and could not remember anything that had 

happened. But Anni remembered everything and she just received the energy and followed 

the process closely.  

Anni says: I did not know this at the time, but now I know, that I had no aura left, no 

protection of my physical body at all. Everything other people felt and were thinking about 

went straight into my body. I have learned by years of experience that our aura is like a filter 

for us humans. 

Today I know that the soul aura is where adult people’s life path is stored, but the Crystal 

children's future lies in their body, not in their aura. Their energy is stored in a different way 

and with that knowledge and understanding, I have been able to help many people with what 

I call an AuraTransformation™.   

This was also what I heard after the healing session my friend gave me, “you have had an 

AuraTransformation™.” 

 

No advertising was needed  

Some really interesting things happened the day after. Two clients, independent of each other, 

came to me and said, “you have something I need”. How did they know what had happened to 

me? No advertising was needed and words about her balancing method spread like wild fire 

and after about 2 months she had been contacted by over a 100 people. That is true 

collaboration with the Universal flow says Anni Sennov!   

Anni went on to write the book “Karma-free in the New Time” where she collected all 

information she “just knew”, as well as talking about the importance of our aura for our 

personal development.  

In a meeting with a client when she was very focused, she could see the client’s aura energy. 

Also, when she left her child at the day-care center, she could see the little ones with an Indigo 

aura and she just knew she wanted to know more and see more. She asked for help and noted 



how her senses became heightened to the extent that all she saw was the energy surrounding 

people, not their faces or bodies. So again, she asked for guidance to be able to work in a more 

efficient way, and direct from the source she was told she now had tested what she’d wished 

for and now knew that seeing everything can disturb your personal balance. It is better you 

learn to sense everything and also teach yourself to switch off other people’s energies.  

On an Indigo level, you are coupled with a great and powerful energy, but where you are not 

independent in the way you would be on a Crystal energy level, says Anni Sennov. I have also 

observed that I get tired in my eyes even though I don't see with my physical eyes, because I 

register frequencies in different ways.   

During our conversation, I observe how Anni’s answers comes very easily to her and I begin to 

understand that she lives true to her tale, she really and truly does have new knowledge that 

changes the story about energy. This asks more of me and I’m advised by Anni to pay less 

attention to everything else around me to enable myself to listen with real presence and more 

easily follow the high and low frequencies. 

Anni does not demand attention when describing and telling her story, she IS attention and 

presence and I somehow become that too.   

Anni says that in her experience, more and more children have a larger part of Crystal energy 

within their system. When she speaks with them they can tell her that they “just know” all 

kinds of things, which means that they truly have the energy and knowledge inside of them. 

These children are born with a special aura and energy system and it is not certain that their 

parents have the same energy capacity within them.   

It seems like some auras and people can copy others, or rather update themselves in order to 

get the same energy as their children. And Anni continues with: It seems that the old Soul aura 

does not have the capacity to learn in the same way, and that is where I come in, with my 

knowledge and new information.   

Another side of her energy work is her sensibility for imbalances. It’s not unusual that she can 

detect and even get physical symptoms if she is spending time in an environment where there 

are a lot of imbalances.   

In our time our bodies can live for a great number of years because we have, and can use, 

spare parts to keep us alive. The difference from pure mechanics is our heart. All technology 

comes from humans and we are creating magnificent things and machines, but, they do not 

have our heart energy, they are not human in any way and that is not meant to happen. We, 

the humans, are supposed to be heart centered and have that energy in our body, in fact an 

evolved human will have it in every cell of the body, as well as in the aura.   

If we as humans, take time to learn how to sort our energies, as in keeping our energy to us 

and others with them, we would have balance in our life and there would be no drama. We 

could be individuals AND show each other respect. 



In the right environment 

When I hear Anni tell her story I make a picture in my mind of how energy is expanding for 

people when they are in their right environment, for example in a situation that feels like a 

safe space and is in harmony. We are talking of different ways of approaching this and Anni 

says we do not need to be in the process, or working mode all the time, because we also need 

rest. She describes it like a computer with all programs open the entire time, and what that 

would do to you. We need to be aware about how many “programs” we, as humans, keep open 

in our mind at any one time.   

Just because the program exists we don’t need to use it, a program is just something we can 

return to whenever we want or need to, just like today’s children do. They are a lot smarter 

and more practical with their energy than adults.   

The next thing for us humans says Anni Sennov, is the Golden Energy. She describes it as the 

energy of our globe’s expansion. It is very intelligent and is only present here on Earth. It’s a 

physical energy, a materialization power, because it has life in it. Just think of all the people 

here on Earth and how they exist and develop over time. Actually, everything exists on a 

visible and a non-visible level. Some would say we are not high-frequency here on Earth, but I 

would say we have something wonderful that is not present anywhere else. 

Consciousness for me is not to make our Earth more light or spiritual, because I believe there 

is more than one solution to consciousness. We are not to become “too much light”, nor too 

spiritual, because if we were to take in all available high-frequency energy, our bodies would 

not cope very well. We also need a material way that helps us to balance in a different way, 

something I have discovered myself. Anni is aware that there are other opinions about this 

but says we all have a spiritual energy within us and around us, or we would not have been 

born. What’s so special with our Earth is that it has a spiritual materializing energy and in my 

opinion Anni says, that is the Earth’s biggest task, to integrate and balance those energies. 

 

To create wholeness 

In Anni’s last book, “Golden Age, Golden Earth”, she describes the Golden energy as the 

savanna. When the predators have killed an animal, and finished eating what they need, they 

will leave the rest to other animals. A natural sort of prioritizing. The indigenous people still 

live like that, you kill an animal and use the skin and meat, but will give back the rest to 

nature. We need to use what we have in the Golden Age for something positive, or it might end 

up becoming an Anti-Power, something unnatural. We also need to ask ourselves if we have 

the right intention in everything that we do since everything becomes visible in this time, the 

Golden Age. Everything truly needs to be right, inside out. 

As a human, we are supposed to be whole inside and feel oneness with others, but not in the 

sense that we are all alike. The goal is to find balance within and give all people a chance of 



being, and feeling whole. If we do not listen to our own inner voice we will end up doing what 

others want us to do, not what we are born to do.   

When I look at my notes after our interview I can see blank spaces, and I know what 

happened, I did not write, I listened. 

 

Facts  

Anni Sennov is the woman behind AuraTransformation™ and she describes it as a very 

powerful and permanent expansion of your consciousness and charisma. She is also the 

founder of The Aura Mediator Courses™ that you can find in many countries today. Anni is a 

clairvoyant advisor and international lecturer, as well as the author of 22 books on spiritual 

energy and consciousness, self-development, New Time children and relationships, several of 

which have been translated from Danish into a number of languages. 

With her husband, Carsten Sennov, Anni is a partner in the publishing company Good 

Adventures Publishing and the management consulting and coaching company 

SennovPartners, where she is a consultant in the fields of personal development, energy and 

consciousness. 

Anni and Carsten Sennov jointly created the personality type indicator four element profile™ 

and she originally began her career in the financial world. 

Read more at www.annisennov.com / .se / .dk. 
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